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THE TRUTH

South Jersey Gas 
Pipeline Reliability Project

4 South Jersey Gas continues to pursue the construction of a pipeline to 

supply natural gas to the Cape May Energy Center (the former B.L. England

generating facility) because this project is necessary to enhance Southern 

New Jersey’s access to safe and reliable energy. The pipeline will provide the Cape

May Energy Center in Beesley’s Point, Cape May County with the natural gas supply

needed to improve air quality by converting the facility from coal to natural gas. It will

also serve as a back-up supply of natural gas to 142,000 customers in Cape May

and Atlantic counties.

4 Twenty miles of the pipeline’s 22-mile length will be built below and in the

shoulder of existing roads, using already cleared public rights of way associated

with these roads, including the entire portion within the Pinelands. This route has 

been determined to have the least impact to the environment, including protected

areas of the Pinelands, and has been affirmed by the NJ Department of

Environmental Protection. Further, South Jersey Gas currently operates nearly

1,400 miles of gas mains and 133 miles of elevated pressure pipelines within 

the Pinelands, doing so safely, responsibly, and without damage to the Pineland

resource or to the aquifer beneath it.

4 The pipeline will not cause new development in the Pinelands, a fact reinforced

by a recent NJ Board of Public Utilities order that prohibits our company from

connecting any new customers to the pipeline in the Forest Area. 

4 South Jersey Gas has followed a well-established process used many times by

the Pinelands Commission and staff for permit requests. In fact, we have previously

received numerous approvals for certificates of filing from the Pinelands Commission

for other infrastructure projects, granted only after staff has fully vetted a project and

executed on their duty to protect the Pinelands on behalf of the State’s residents. 

4While we look forward to an increasing use of renewable energy sources to

support our state’s needs, wind and solar are simply not capable of replacing

the energy output of the Cape May Energy Center because these sources

cannot produce electricity on demand. Combined cycle natural gas generation is

the best available technology to meet the region’s electricity needs, while adhering

to stringent New Jersey emissions reduction standards. Additionally, implementing

this resource will actually support local placement of renewable technologies

because it provides the required back-up needed at times when the sun and wind

cannot fully meet the electric demand in Southern New Jersey.
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